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Dear Friend

Dear Friends,

It is a pleasure to reach out in my new capacity as Executive Director of Holy
Family Hospital of Bethlehem Foundation. I am grateful for the confidence
our Foundation’s Board of Directors has placed in me and welcome the
chance to collaborate with friends and generous supporters like you, as we
work together to advance the reach and impact of Holy Family Hospital –
providing care to the poorest of the poor
throughout the Bethlehem region of the
West Bank, just steps from the birthplace
of Christ.

I consider the opportunity to join the
Foundation family a great personal
blessing. While the past two decades have
afforded me the good fortune to serve in
leadership for a number of mission-driven
organizations, I have long sought stronger
alignment between the content of my work
and my spiritual life. So, too, as a mother
who finds tremendous fulfillment through service to those in need, the
opportunity to promote our Hospital’s care and life-affirming treatment of
mothers, babies and families in need – without regard to religion, nationality
or ability to pay – is my prayer answered.

I know you will enjoy reading in the pages ahead about the vital and
stabilizing role of Holy Family Hospital in the lives of the extended families
of patients as well as clinicians and staff throughout the Bethlehem
community, the surrounding desert, and area United Nations refugee camps.
Thank you for your prayers and support that enable Holy Family Hospital
to provide a safe haven and care for the neediest mothers and babies
in the same place where Christ was born and lived. Please know that I
will continue to be in touch to share updates on the important work of
the Hospital. I hope to hear from you as well. Now more than ever, we
appreciate your active engagement. Like the innkeeper’s wife in Scripture
who showed Mary to the stable, you are a modern-day innkeeper for
mothers, babies and families in need today.
God bless,

Katherine Griffin Hand
Executive Director
Katie.Hand@HFHFoundation.org
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Double The

BLESSINGS

There is an important distinction between
Holy Family Hospital and other hospitals
in the Bethlehem region: the strong belief
in working to preserve all life, which was
evident last month when twins were prematurely born at 24 weeks.

moments after the babies were delivered.
Mahbouba, the larger of the twin girls,
was just three pounds. She had fluid in
her chest cavity, but despite her small size,
was healthy. The smaller twin, Fatima, was
born at a mere one and a half pounds.

“We knew there were going to be problems
with the babies because my wife was going
into delivery so soon; it was just too early,”
said the father. “I knew the government
hospital could never take care of my wife
and new babies. I did not trust any other
hospital because I knew my family would
have a better chance of survival at Holy
Family Hospital, since I knew the babies
were very small.”

Dr. Micheline remembers their birth
saying, “Even though they were so small, I
knew I would try my hardest to make sure
both babies lived. It is my training, belief
and conviction to fight for every baby,
even the smallest babies.”

When doctors at another hospital told
the parents that the chance of survival for
both babies was impossible, they decided
to travel the long distance to deliver at
Holy Family Hospital. Dr.
Micheline, head of the
Neo-Natal Intensive
Care Unit, and her
team of specialists
were ready to
do everything
they could just

Eight weeks later, both twins have more
than doubled their original weight and do
not have any additional health problems.
As the mother heals, the father travels an
hour and a half every day to visit
his daughters.

“I AM SO GRATEFUL FOR THE
DOCTORS HERE,” HE SAYS.
“THESE GOOD DOCTORS HAVE
TAUGHT ME HOW TO BE A GOOD
FATHER. THEY HAVE TAUGHT
ME PATIENCE AND LOVE. THIS
HOSPITAL CARES ABOUT LIFE;
THEY WORKED SO HARD AND
SAVED BOTH OF MY DAUGHTERS.”
With the older twin almost ready to come
home, the younger twin is now strong
enough for him to hold her for the first
time. The love and pride shines through
his face as he reaches his hand into the
incubator for her small fingers to wrap
around. With a large smile on his face he
loudly proclaims, “Two girls, double
the blessings!”

learn more about these programs at birthplaceofhope.org

or call 202-785-0801
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IN THIS TIME OF TENSION
THROUGHOUT THE REGION,
RESIDENTS OF BETHLEHEM ARE
BUSY GOING ABOUT THEIR NORMAL
ROUTINE. LIFE IS FUNCTIONING AS
IT HAS FOR THOUSANDS OF YEARS
IN THE BIRTHPLACE OF JESUS AS
MUSLIMS AND CHRISTIANS LIVE
SIDE-BY-SIDE IN A STRONG AND
HOPEFUL COMMUNITY.
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In the pre-dawn hours of a typical Monday
morning, Bethlehem residents awake to the
call to prayer from nearby mosques. A few
short hours later, bells ring from the Church
of the Nativity announcing the day as the
sun comes up. The peaceful and quiet streets
of the city will soon be teeming with 30,000
Christian and Muslim residents ready to start a
busy week.
Though thousands of years have passed since
the historic events of King David’s crowning
and the birth of the Christ Child, today
much of Bethlehem closely resembles how
it must have looked then. The city sits atop
the region’s southern mountains, creating
beautiful views of the shepherds keeping
their flocks in the fields just below the city.
At 8:00 am the day has already been in full
swing for many hours. The streets are filled
with shopkeepers setting up their storefronts,
while street market vendors unpack fresh
produce to sell. Young children in uniforms
hurry with their classmates to local Catholic
or government
schools. The traffic
is just beginning to
pick up as mothers
and fathers drop off
their children before
rushing to work
themselves.
Amidst the bustle
of the city center
surrounding it, Holy
Family Hospital
stands as an oasis of
peace. The Hospital
bustles as 150 doctors, nurses, administrators,
and staff prepare for their busy day ahead. On
average, 12 babies are delivered daily at the
Hospital with at least one requiring treatment
in the Hospital’s Neo-Natal Intensive Care Unit,
an 18 bed state-of-the-art facility.

Dr. Micheline and Dr. Salim, head of the
Neo-Natal Intensive Care Unit and Pediatrics
respectively, spend time with their teams
reviewing cases from the previous night
and visiting each patient while discussing
treatment and necessary follow up. Though
the halls of the Hospital are quiet now, it will
soon be visiting hours, which brings dozens
of family members who come in droves to
congratulate the new mothers, with older
brothers and sisters excitedly ready to meet
their new siblings.
New mothers and infants are not the only
focus of the Hospital staff today. The large
Hospital pharmacy and laboratory are stocked
full of necessary medicine and lab test
equipment to ensure the Hospital is able to
function at full capacity in all circumstances.
On the other side of the Hospital at the
out-patient clinics, women patiently wait to
be examined. Beyond prenatal check-ups
for expectant mothers, these clinics provide
diabetes screening, and in the Over 45

Well Women Clinic, cancer screening, and
preventative care for women’s health issues
that arise after multiple births. Each year the
Hospital treats thousands of women in the
Bethlehem region through the out-patient
clinics, ensuring that these women have
access to a full continuum of care as no one is
ever turned away.

learn more about these programs at birthplaceofhope.org

or call 202-785-0801
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By late afternoon Bethlehem rings with the
sounds of a vibrant community. Traffic outside
of the Hospital gate is busy and streets are
full as people begin to commute home
after a long day. As the Hospital Mobile Van
makes its way through the traffic back to the
Hospital, the team inside works to finish their
paperwork detailing the day’s patients. Today
they stopped in three Bedouin communities
in the nearby desert. They visit the same
location on the same day of the week so the
women know when to expect the Mobile
Clinic. The medical consultations provide help
to a community which would otherwise go
without these vital services.
As evening falls and Bethlehem grows quiet,
the statue of Mary, which graces the Hospital’s
central façade, alights the Bethlehem skyline
reminding all of the Catholic presence
throughout the Holy Land. All is calm tonight
as new mothers try to rest and expectant
mothers quietly pace the halls in anticipation.
No matter what time of day, Holy Family
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Hospital’s doors remain open, continually
providing love and support for the women
of the region, ensuring that all women and
babies are given the highest quality of care.
Holy Family Hospital plays an important and
central role in the Bethlehem community. The
Hospital provides much needed employment
for highly skilled and educated doctors,
nurses, and administration. It also addresses
important women’s health issues through its
ever-growing outpatient clinics. For decades
Holy Family Hospital has served as a place
of hope, as new babies enter the world; and
today, as the city of Bethlehem and greater
region face significant challenges, the Hospital
is still, and will continue to be, an oasis of
peace for every family in Bethlehem. Our
Hospital serves as the modern-day manger
for the mothers, babies and families in need
there today.
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O Little Town of Bethlehem
By Jill K. Ortiz, DM, Holy Family Hospital of Bethlehem Foundation, Board Member

Six years ago, I joined the Holy Family
Hospital of Bethlehem Foundation Board
of Directors. This past July, I took my first
trip to the Holy Land to visit the Hospital
in Bethlehem and see firsthand the work
being done.
I am grateful that the visit was not just
a few hours at the Hospital, but an
immersion into the Palestinian culture. I,
along with two fellow-travelers from the
Foundation, was treated with warmth
and respect everywhere our team visited.
On one occasion, as we lunched with
doctors from the Hospital and conversed
with these women who live on the
opposite side of the world from me, I was
heartened to relate to them and share
so many common experiences from our
everyday lives.
With the support from our Foundation, a
new Mobile Van was recently purchased
to increase the level of care to the
Bedouin communities. These Bedouin
women travel to the Hospital to deliver
their babies, but it is often too
expensive for them
to routinely make the
trip for check-ups. The
pediatrician invited
me into the van as he
performed an exam
on a three-month
old whose mother
was concerned about
his head becoming
misshapen. It is
overwhelming to
contemplate the reality
that, without the

Mobile Van’s team of clinicians providing
these services, this simple problem may
never have been resolved.
Having had a grandson in a neo-natal
intensive care unit for over two months, I
was especially drawn to the NICU at Holy
Family Hospital. The dedication of the
doctors to exhaust every possible option
through resuscitation for all pre-mature
babies is heartwarming.
Holy Family Hospital is an oasis of calm
in a land that can be anything but. The
stone buildings symbolize its enduring
role in the Bethlehem community, a safe
haven among families for decades that
will continue to serve generations of
women and children. The politics of the
region may slowly change, but I found
this hospital to be a beacon of hope, joy,
peace and love. We should all feel grateful
for the opportunity to make such an
important difference in this little town
of Bethlehem – just steps from the place
where Christ was born.

learn more about these programs at birthplaceofhope.org

or call 202-785-0801
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A Modern Day Manger
Support Holy Family Hospital of Bethlehem Foundation

Like the innkeeper’s wife in Scripture who showed Mary to the stable, you can be a
modern-day innkeeper for families in need today.
Now more than ever, your generous support will ensure critical care and life-affirming
treatment for the poorest of the poor mothers, babies and families throughout the
Bethlehem region of the Holy Land.

$ 2,500 $ 1,500 $ 1,000 $

500

Save the life of
a baby in the
Neo-Natal Intensive
Care Unit

Sponsor a
month of operations
for the Diabetes Clinic

Sponsor a
family through
pregnancy and
childbirth

Provide medical care
to families living
in remote areas
of the desert

$

$

$

$

100

400

Provide technical
training to Hospital
employees

300

Sponsor the
delivery of a baby
in Bethlehem

200

Sponsor cancer
screenings in the
Over-45 Well
Women Clinic

Provide vital
supplies for the
Mobile Van Clinic

Please make your check payable to: Holy Family Hospital of Bethlehem Foundation
Donations can be made online at birthplaceofhope.org
Holy Family Hospital of Bethlehem Foundation is a registered 501(c)(3) organization.
All donations are tax-deductible according to current IRS guidelines.
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MatchingGifts
To help make your gift go further, many
employers match donations to Holy Family
Hospital of Bethlehem Foundation. If your
company is eligible, request a matching
gift form from your employer, and send it
completed and signed with your gift.
We will do the rest!
The impact of your contribution to Holy
Family Hospital of Bethlehem Foundation
may be doubled or, possibly tripled! Some
companies also match gifts made by
retirees and/or spouses.

JOIN THE

Three Kings Society
P L A N N E D

G I V I N G

Remembering the most vulnerable
and poor of Bethlehem in your
will is a wonderful way to provide
support in perpetuity. Your generosity
will be memorialized on a plaque
located at the Hospital in the Holy
Land. All bequests to Holy Family
Hospital of Bethlehem Foundation
are tax-deductible for estate planning
purposes, based on current IRS
regulations. For more information
about making a planned gift, please
contact Katherine Griffin Hand at
202.785.0801, or email Katie.Hand@
HFHFoundation.org.

learn more about these programs at birthplaceofhope.org

or call 202-785-0801
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YACOUB SAYEH, A CHRISTIAN
FROM BETHLEHEM, IS CONSIDERED
ONE OF THE BEST MECHANICAL
ENGINEERS IN THE WEST BANK.

Sayeh
Yacoub Sayeh, a Christian from Bethlehem,
is considered one of the best mechanical
engineers in the West Bank. After studying
Medical Electronics Engineering in Jordan,
Yacoub spent the next decade in the
medical equipment department of Philips
and General Electric. In 2008, he was offered
his dream job and began working at Holy
Family Hospital. “After I received my degree
and began looking for a job, I always knew
I wanted to work at a Christian institution,”
Yacoub said.
“I knew the job at Holy Family Hospital
would be challenging, but that is what
encouraged me to accept,” he explains. He
faced a daunting task of not only creating
an engineering department from the
ground up, but also establishing a system
to register, barcode, and create preventative
maintenance schedules for every piece of
equipment in the state-of-the-art hospital.
His job also includes attending trainings to
ensure he is current on best practices of the
medical equipment manufacturers, as well
as teaching the Hospital staff to correctly
operate each piece of equipment.
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Yacoub is proud of the “state-of-the-art”
status of Holy Family Hospital.

“THROUGH THE SUPPORT
OF GENEROUS DONORS THE
HOSPITAL HAS BEEN ABLE TO
PROCURE THE BEST UP-TODATE MEDICAL EQUIPMENT. NO
OTHER HOSPITAL IN THE REGION
HAS THE TYPE OF EQUIPMENT
WE HAVE HERE,” YACOUB SAID.
This includes the Hospital’s new Steam
Sterilizer, Water Purification System,
and Neo-Natal Ventilator and Medical
Waste Sterilizer, which makes Holy
Family Hospital the only hospital in
Palestine to sterilize medical waste in an
environmentally-friendly manner.
Yacoub’s work is an essential part
of Hospital operations. His skills and
knowledge ensure that Holy Family
Hospital is the premier maternity hospital
in the Bethlehem region. Like the doctors,
nurses, and midwives at the Hospital,
Yacoub works hard each day to ensure
that every mother and child in Bethlehem
receive treatment supported by the most
advanced technology available.

Holy Family Hospital of Bethlehem Foundation fall 2014

LEILA’S
STORY

Leila, almost two months old, has finally been given
permission to go home today. Since her dramatic pre-mature
birth at 32 weeks, she has been cared for in the Neo-Natal
Intensive Care Unit at Holy Family Hospital.
Like many first-time parents, Leila’s mother and father felt
nervous about the upcoming delivery of their daughter.
When her mother began having contractions early, they did
not know where to go. Living in a small village over two hours
away from Bethlehem, they turned to their family for help.
One of their extended family members had recently delivered
a premature baby at the local government hospital. Sadly, the
hospital was not equipped to treat the prematurely delivered
infant. In light of this tragedy, family members insisted that
Leila’s parents seek treatment at Holy Family Hospital.
The couple trusted the advice of their family and quickly
rushed to Holy Family Hospital. Upon arrival, the doctors
detected only a faint heartbeat in the unborn baby. The
doctors decided to immediately deliver the baby by
emergency cesarean section to save her life. During delivery
the Neo-Natal Intensive Care Unit team was standing by,
ready to begin care the moment after Leila was born.
Leila’s grateful father shared, “The
moments after Leila’s birth were
very scary, but the doctors never
stopped trying to save Leila,
even though her heart was
barely beating.”
Today, Leila has gained
significant weight and
shows no signs of
any long-term health
problems.
As the new parents
spend time preparing
for the long journey
home, the joy is evident
on their faces. “Because
of these doctors and this
Hospital, we get to take
our daughter home today,”
Leila’s mother says. “They
saved my baby, and
I am so grateful that I am
her mother!”

learn more about these programs at birthplaceofhope.org

or call 202-785-0801
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PRAY
FOR
THE
GIFT
OF
PEACE
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In May, His Holiness Pope Francis embarked
on a three-day journey through the
Holy Land. Upon entering the hamlet of
Bethlehem, he unexpectedly asked the
driver to pull over near the tall Separation
Wall, which divides the city from nearby
Jerusalem. Under graffiti welcoming the
Pope with hopes and prayers, Pope Francis
touched his head to the cement wall and
prayed. This unprecedented act served as
a symbol of hope in a region that has seen
conflict and unrest for generations.
Later that morning, Pope Francis entered
Nativity Square and joyously celebrated
Holy Mass steps from the place of
Jesus’ birth. Holy Family Hospital was
proud to have staff members serving as

Holy Family Hospital of Bethlehem Foundation fall 2014

representatives of the Hospital in the Mass
choir. Staff members and their families were
also part of a small delegation of Bethlehem
residents who accompanied the Pope as
he visited Palestinian children at a nearby
refugee camp.

Pope Francis encouraged all those living in
the Holy Land, regardless of nationality, to
join with him and, “In this, the birthplace
of the Prince of Peace, join me in heartfelt
prayer to God for the gift of peace.”

Embracing the
“TODAY, TOO, CHILDREN ARE
During his homily,
words of the
Pope Francis asked
Pope, Holy Family
A SIGN. THEY ARE A SIGN OF
his audience to
Hospital works to
HOPE, A SIGN OF LIFE, BUT
focus their hearts
be an instrument of
ALSO A DIAGNOSTIC SIGN,
on children.
inter-religious peace
A MARKER INDICATING THE
and understanding
“Today, too,
HEALTH OF FAMILIES, SOCIETY
through employing
children are a sign.
AND THE ENTIRE WORLD.
and serving Muslims
They are a sign
WHEREVER CHILDREN ARE
and Christians sideof hope, a sign
ACCEPTED, LOVED, CARED FOR
by-side. Through its
of life, but also a
AND PROTECTED, THE FAMILY
care for mothers,
diagnostic sign, a
IS HEALTHY, SOCIETY IS
babies and families,
marker indicating
BETTER AND THE WORLD
the Hospital provides
the health of
IS MORE HUMAN.”
a safe and welcoming
families, society
haven for all in the
and the entire
Holy
Land.
The
Hospital’s
vital contribution
world. Wherever children are accepted,
to the Bethlehem community is an
loved, cared for and protected, the family
important step to bettering society and
is healthy, society is better and the world is
creating a more peaceful world.
more human.”

learn more about these programs at birthplaceofhope.org

or call 202-785-0801
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Congratulations
T O

O U R

B O A R D

M E M B E R S !

Holy Family Hospital of Bethlehem Foundation is blessed to have a talented and hard
working Board of Directors. Their leadership and love for the mothers and babies in the
Holy Land helps ensure the Foundation’s success. This year we spotlight two current Board
Members and one Emeritus Board Member who were recently honored for their service to
the many projects of the Sovereign Military Order of Malta.
Richard D. Milone, MD, GCM, Board Member - Dr. Milone was presented with the
Cross of the Order, “pro Merito Melitensi” award during the Lourdes pilgrimage in May,
in recognition for his work coordinating previous years’ pilgrimages for the American
Association, Order of Malta.
Jill K. Ortiz, DM, Board Member – Mrs. Ortiz was presented with the Cross of Merit, “pro
Merito Melitensi” for her longstanding service to the Western Association, Order of Malta,
including serving as the Western Association Lourdes Pilgrimage Chair for three years.
Jerome J. Crowley, Jr., KM, Emeritus Chancellor and Board Member – Mr. Crowley was
presented with the Cross of Commander of the Order, “pro Merito Melitensi” for giving of
his time and leadership talents to serve as the Chancellor of the Western Association of the
Order of Malta.
Please join in offering our warmest congratulations for these individuals’ hard work
and dedication to service!

birthplaceofhope.org
Holy Family Hospital of Bethlehem Foundation recently launched its new
website! Here you will find stories about mothers, babies, and families in the
Holy Land who are treated at Holy Family Hospital. The website also features
videos and pictures of the Hospital outreach programs, ways to become involved,
updated news from the Foundation, and a secure donation page.
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This Christmas Season,
we invite you to come to Bethlehem.

ORDER YOUR CHRISTMAS CARDS
Through Holy Family Hospital of Bethlehem Foundation,
providing vital support for families in the Holy Land.
ORDER ONLINE AT BIRTHPLACEOFHOPE.ORG

CARDS FEATURE:
• Tax-deductible contribution
• One of a kind design of the Holy Family
• Choice of greeting and optional imprinting
• Beautiful embossed card
• Metallic gold envelopes
• 5x7 size (leaves room to include a family photo)

learn more about these programs at birthplaceofhope.org

or call 202-785-0801
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After you have enjoyed this newsletter, we encourage you to share the good works of
Holy Family Hospital of Bethlehem Foundation with a friend by passing this along!

Holy Family Hospital is a principal hospitaller work of the Order of Malta. Its US
foundation is a shared work of all three US associations. The Foundation supports Holy
Family Hospital in Bethlehem in the Holy Land. The Grand Master has asked all Knights
and Dames throughout the world to share in its support.

~ A Work of the Order of Malta

Ellen S. Shafer, GCMG/Ob, Chairman
Michele Burke Bowe, DM, President
Kathryn S. Abell, GCMG/Ob
Gail T. Berardino, DM
Marissa Del Rosario-Blackett, DM
Josephine Benz Carpenter, DM
Gregory J. Granitto, KM
Richard Grant, KM
Frances O’C Hardart, DM
Timothy Jeffries, KM
Robert W. Lively, KMOb
Clarence E. Martin, III, KMOb
Richard D. Milone, MD, GCM
Jill K. Ortiz, DM
William J. Page, GCMG
Patrick D. Powers, KM
Gary W. Shertenlieb, KMOb
HE Justin S. Simpson, KM
John G. Sylvia, KM

Board of Directors

2000 P Street, Suite 310, NW, Washington, DC 20036

Holy Family Hospital
of Bethlehem Foundation

